
  

LET’S MAKE BUSINESS OUT OF CLIMATE ACTION!
Enterprises play a key role in climate change mitigation

European Economic and Social Committee
Employers Group

CO2 EMISSIONS FROM FOSSIL FUELS (2017)• Climate change is a serious issue, and global 
commitment by all countries and all actors is 
needed to tackle it

• Businesses provide society with climate solutions 
and thus play a key role in climate change 
mitigation. This includes technologies, products, 
services or expertise

• Policy-makers for their part must provide 
enterprises with an encouraging and favourable 
business environment and make the best use of 
market mechanisms

• The EU must be a forerunner in climate-related 
innovation

• The EU must be a champion in creating the right 
conditions for low-carbon investments

• The EU must show leadership in promoting trade 
in low-carbon products both internally and 
externally
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South America 3%
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Global, market-based, triple-win approach needed

The EU should strive to maximise its climate benefits in 
global terms. By exporting technologies, products and 
solutions that contribute to climate change mitigation, 
the EU can have the best possible global impact. The EU 
should make use of market mechanisms and push the 
introduction of a global carbon-pricing system. In the 
spirit of sustainable development, the EU needs to strive 
for measures that bring economic, social and climate 
benefits simultaneously.

The Paris Agreement calls for a carbon-neutral world in the second 
half of this century. This highly ambitious global goal requires a 
major shift in the European Union’s approach as well. 

The EU needs to define its long-term strategy, targets, regulation 
and action in a way that contributes to achieving the greatest 
climate benefits from a global perspective, while ensuring and 
improving its own competitiveness. On the other hand, there is a 
lot of existing regulation that has to be implemented.

In the light of the ever-falling share of its own emissions in the 
global context, the EU should continue its active climate diplomacy 
to engage other major parties to raise their commitments to a 
similar level of ambition as the EU.

In terms of practical measures, the EU can most successfully 
contribute to combating climate change by exporting technologies 
and solutions for reducing emissions and increasing carbon sinks. 
Another way is to produce world-market products with lower 
emissions than those of its competitors. Trade policy plays a role 
here by enhancing fair conditions for European companies to 
compete in global markets. 

A strong boost for innovation – from research to market entry – is 
also needed so as to place the EU at the global forefront of climate 
solutions. At the same time, there is considerable global demand 
for scaling-up of existing solutions.

The EU should be ambitious in striving for win-win-win solutions 
with regard to economic, social and climate benefits. It means 
looking for and investing in measures that help strengthen the 
EU economy, enhance the well-being of its citizens and mitigate 
climate change simultaneously.

Maximum use should be made of market mechanisms, as much 
progress is already being made in markets: companies are 
developing their operations and product portfolios to respond to 
the climate-conscious demands of customers and shareholders. 
New business ecosystems are being built across sectors and 
between big companies and SMEs. Moreover, a growing number 
of private and institutional investors are taking the “carbon risk” of 
their investment targets into account.

Low-carbon investments need similar conditions to any investment. 
An encouraging, competitive and stable business environment is 
essential, including the policy and regulatory environment. 

A global carbon pricing system would be an effective way of 
further boosting decarbonisation, by bringing all market players 
on board on an equal footing. It would level the playing-field for 
export businesses in world markets. It would also eliminate the 
competitive advantage of imported goods that are cheaper due to 
lower climate requirements.

Overarching measures

• The increasing electrification of society is at the heart of 
decarbonisation and can contribute significantly to reducing 
emissions, provided that electricity is produced in a low-carbon 
way.

• Digitalisation and the introduction of artificial intelligence are 
another cross-cutting element of decarbonisation. Smart energy 
grids, smart mobility, smart buildings and smart communities 
are implications of this development. The use of the internet of 
things and robotics make industrial processes and logistics more 
efficient, while digital platforms provide an option for matching 
the supply and demand of services better. 

• Making full use of the opportunities provided by the circular 
economy and the bio-economy is a third way to combat climate 
change: through improved resource efficiency, replacement 
of fossil raw materials with bio-based or recycled ones, and by 
storing carbon in bio-products.

• As well as reducing emissions, sequestration of carbon 
dioxide plays an essential role in climate change mitigation. This 
highlights the significance of the sustainable management and 
use of forests.

 

Climate action by EU enterprises must not be discouraged with:

• taxes or other instruments that cause them an extra burden 
compared to their competitors outside the EU,

• regulation that hampers innovation.

TO BE AVOIDED:
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